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a b s t r a c t

Residences for geriatric patients are usually understaffed, with each caregiver being in
charge of several residents. A caregivermust assess thewell being of residents and report to
themedical staff if there is something unusual with a resident. Deviations from the routine
will trigger an alarm, and automatic tools can help in making timely decisions.

In this paper, we explore three visualization metaphors aiming at providing caregivers
with an individualized overview of the activities carried out by residents in a given time
frame. We postulate that this overview is sufficient to distinguish between normal and ab-
normal periods of timewhen visually compared in groups.We also present two automated
approaches, data driven and knowledge driven respectively, to detect abnormalities. The
visualization and the automated approaches are tested on a naturalistic dataset obtained
froma long-termpersonalized sensing and annotation campaign in a residence for geriatric
patients. Data is of two types, obtained from IoT infrastructure and wearables and from
manual annotations made by the staff. Both approaches were empirically evaluated and
validated in the paper. A side product of this research is a large repository of cleansed data
from the sensing and annotation campaign for 45 older adults over a period of 39 months.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Institutionalized older adults living in residences for geriatric patients [1], demand specialized and personalized care,
depending on their mental and physical decline and other conditions exhibited [2]. The Internet of Things (IoT) enables
the development of Assistive Technologies (AT) [3] to locally or remotely monitor patients through sensors [4], devices [5]
and applications [6]. These AT have permeated to the domain of older adult healthcare. Sensors, devices and applications
enable the generation of life-logging [7] and healthcare records from older adults. Diverse types of data from various sensor
sources embedded in the environment are produced automatically. This structured data has an intrinsic value and can be
supplementedwith relevant and unstructured information about older adults (visits, food, showers, etc.) recordedmanually
by the caregiver. Taken together, data gathered from automatic and manual sources are diverse and vast. Moreover, after
the data is processed and analysed correctly [8], its intrinsic value increases. The study and analysis of large amounts of
data from mixed data sources pose certain challenges [9]. The challenge of variety is tackled in this work: it relies on the
combining of old-fashioned and new forms of data, as well as the transformation of unstructured and semi-structured data
through the use of effective processing platforms equipped with data mining, machine learning and semantic techniques.
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In this paper, we combine data-driven and knowledge driven approaches [10] in the analysis of personal data about
older adults in a residence for geriatric patients. This combined approach was taken because the data obtained from the
sensing and annotation campaigns are diverse and complementary. We observed that data-driven approaches (DDA) have
a good performance [11], with the analysis of raw sensor data using machine learning techniques, although an important
disadvantage of this approach is the generation of a generic user model from the data [12]. This suggests that sometimes
the personalization may be compromised [13,14], and in health care domain, individualization is crucial to the provision
of a better quality of attention [15–17]. On the other hand, knowledge-driven approaches (KDA) use a semantic schema
where caregivers’ annotations can be modelled easily. However, an exhaustive analytic process cannot be taken with this
approach [18,19]. One further step in individualization addressed in this paper is the design of three different visualization
tools allowing comparison of the behaviour of one resident over a given time frame. The proposed visualization metaphors
allow a quick overview of the period of time, and based on comparisons of other periods of time of the same individual, the
caregiver can quickly judge if the given time frame is normal or abnormal.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, related work is presented. Section 3 describes the dataset and the main
components of the proposal. The evaluation settings and experimental results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 includes the
discussion and an explanation of the limitations. Finally, we present the conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related work

In this paper, we detect abnormal behaviour by analysing the daily activities of older adults to assist caregivers when
providing personalized care. Hence, the literature review includes AT which provide supporting tools for older adults’ care.
Analysis of behaviours has been tackled from two perspectives (i.e. DDA and KDA) which are also presented in this section.
One goal that this behaviour analysis pursues is to detect abnormalities and deviations in behaviour; therefore, the various
techniques and methods to achieve this goal are discussed here, too.

2.1. Assistive technologies

The literature reports a vast number of research efforts with a focus on AT used to support independent older adults living
at home, such as monitoring systems to provide care without any need to visit hospitals [20]. There is also research into AT
used to support physicians in providing timely diagnosis [21]. The AT designed for informal caregivers aims at reducing their
burden at home. There is, however, a lack of tools to support formal caregivers in the performance of their daily task and
the easing of their burden in residences for geriatric patients [22]. Our approach is intended to be used by formal caregivers
keeping a personal log of institutionalized older adults.

2.2. Behaviour analysis

Although human behaviour is convoluted and not easily defined, humans tend to execute sequences of actions in specific
spaces andwithin the same time frames during periods of time. Think, for example, of the actions involved in taking a shower,
having breakfast, driving to work, etc., in a daily cycle. Over longer cycles, e.g. a year or a season, there is also a pattern, and
so on. Older adults may tend to have a highly periodic set of daily routines performed every day [23].

There is no consensus on the definition of behaviour [24–27], but from the point of view of computer science literature,
behaviour has been tackled as the analysis of activities [28–30]. For the purpose of this work, behaviour is defined as a
repetitive sequence of activities, taking into consideration the frequency of the sequence of activities over a period of time.
DDA and KDA address this behaviour analysis [10]. In the former, machine learning [31] and data mining [32] techniques
are implemented, but there is a need for plentiful data if they are to work sufficiently well. Moreover, the creation of
a personalized model is not always possible, nor its re-use in other domains. The latter uses formalisms to capture the
semantics of complex contexts into a semantic model, but it is not flexible enough for the model’s changes in real time [19].
In this sense, in [33] a ‘‘big data’’ analysis of activities is proposed, where the authors detect behavioural changes in routines
based on a sequence of activities; the activity duration time is used to compare activity curves. This approach is very useful
when daily activities are recognized automatically from raw data, using activity recognition algorithms. However, executing
an analysis based on duration time is a disadvantage when the activities are annotated by caregivers, because they indicate
only the timewhen the activity occurred. The authors of [34] propose a behaviour analysis taking into account data collected
from a sensor network based on the occupancy of areas of the home. Instead of performing only a quantitative analysis, the
authors also execute a qualitative analysis to compare the results with the original data annotations. This suggests that more
information is needed than only that originating from sensors, to incorporate more semantics into the context and enrich
the results of the quantitative process. Once the analysis of activities is performed, the detection of abnormalities is a natural
next step.
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Table 1
Literature review comparison.

Study Type Inputa Algorithm Type of analysis
Dawadi, et al. [33] Behaviour analysis Recognized activities (S, A) Activity curves Duration
Rieping, et al. [34] Behaviour analysis Location data (S) LDA-Poisson–von-Mises Occurrence
Shin, et al. [35] Abnormal detection Motion data (S) SVDD Occurrence
Mahmoud, et al. [38] Abnormal detection Binary data (S) SVDD Occupancy
Zhao, et al. [39] Abnormal detection Location data (S) MCM Duration

a A = Data obtained from annotations. S = Data obtained from sensors.

Table 2
Data types contained in the dataset.

Data type Sourcea Structure and example

Location S, A [date-time resident place]
[2013-06-25T6:20:53 Resident08 Bedroom]

Postural S, A [date-time resident posture]
[2013-10-05T15:19:52 Resident21 Walking]

Medical S, A [date-time resident temperature blood pressure pulse breath glucose
weight oxygen height bmi force]
[2015-07-20T12:23 Resident01 36 135 78 65 18 NA 102 95 NA NA NA]

Panic and S,A [date-time resident panic pain]
pain buttons [2013-02-28T18:50:37 Resident15 false true]

Caregivers’ annotations A
[date-time caregiver resident activity details]
[2013-05-12T00:26 Caregiver06 Resident18 Mood {Quiet: the resident
is quiet and cheerful.
The flowers her family brought turned her happier.}]

a A = Data obtained from annotations. S = Data obtained from sensors.

2.3. Abnormality detection

Abnormality detection is the one common aim, after analysing normal behaviours in human activities. The discovery
or detection of abnormalities in behaviours has been approached through DDA and KDA. The detection of abnormal living
patterns is studied in [35],where the authors propose an automated behaviour analysis systemusing infraredmotion sensors
to assist older adults living independently. The raw sensor data was analysed with the support vector data description
(SVDD) method, and the results were contrasted with measurements of older adults’ health conditions to determine when
an abnormality occurred. Although the experiments were performed with real data obtained from an experimental setting,
for real world applications, the complete instrumentation of an environment can be expensive. The proposal of [36] is the
monitoring of older adults living alone and independently in their own homes to detect behavioural deviations from their
routine indoor activities. The application of these methods was tested in real-world scenarios, and included older adults
with some risk of disease progression. Rather than employ wireless sensor networks to acquire data, the authors validate
their predictions by comparing themwith annotated data from human observers. We proposed to incorporate those human
annotations to enrich the prediction and decision making processes. An outlier is a data point that deviates too much from
the rest of the dataset [37]. Identifying outliers in datasets is another method applied for detection of abnormality. The
authors in [38] propose an outlier detection system for activities of daily living (ADL) in a smart home. Outliers are caused
by a number of factors (data errors, unusual values, etc.) but they can easily be detected when the input data from sensors
is binary, due to its single representation. An appropriate rendering and representation of human annotations is needed.
In our approach, activity representation and analysis techniques to identify unusual activities are proposed, to improve the
quality of personalized care of older adults. In [39], abnormal patterns in daily activities are detected using theMarkov chains
model (MCM) to classify abnormal sequences of activities, and a spatiotemporal representation for activities is proposed;
this representation takes into account the activity duration. As mentioned before, it is not always possible to calculate
the duration of an activity when it is inferred from human annotations. In contrast, false positives in abnormal patterns
detection [35], caused by sensor malfunctions and irregular behaviour patterns, can be overcome with human annotations.
A comparison of the studies previously presented is shown in Table 1.

3. Hybrid approach

The hybrid approach uses data-driven and knowledge-driven techniques. The proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1. The
input is the data types presented in Table 2 in their natural raw form. Every data type passes a pre-processing stage before
being analysed. After pre-processing, the activity record (see Fig. 2) is generated, which feeds three datasets: training dataset,
queried dataset and TBox; this last as a part of the knowledge base (KB). For the analysis, the activity record is studied from
two perspectives: DDA, called an statistical analysis, and the semantic analysis, based on KDA. The results of the analysis can
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the hybrid approach proposed for behaviour analysis.

Fig. 2. General activity record structure.

then be displayed through data visualization tools, or can be processed in the prediction module before visualization. The
user, in this case, caregivers, physicians, nurses, or relatives, can observe the changes in behaviour over time and can also
be alert to and aware of behavioural deviations. Finally, the analysis, prediction and visualization modules can be performed
within different time frames (e.g. per record, per day, per week, per month, etc.).

The dataset used for this work is described below.

3.1. Naturalistic data collection

A centre for geriatric patients in Rosarito, Mexico, provided all the data and related information. All subjects were
informed that their recorded activities would be used and analysedwithout any invasion of privacy. Each resident, or his/her
tutor, signed a consent form in order to participate. The dataset has various sources of data, such as sensor-collected data
and manual annotations. The data types found in the dataset are shown in Table 2.

In the following subsections, a detailed explanation of every module from the hybrid approach is presented.

3.2. Pre-processing

The pre-processing of all these heterogeneous data is not a simple task. It was an iterative process involving the
participation of a data expert. Additionally, a parser written in R language was used to help the curator with data cleaning.
The dataset is available at https://github.com/valeSM/HABITS.git. The Table 3 shows the naturalistic data form (on the left)
and the pre-processed data form (on the right). The pre-processing involves the following six tasks.

• Cleaning. Data was cleaned of grammatical and typographical errors. Table 3(a) shows an example (left part) where
data were recorded in the Spanish language separated by dots, and sentences are incomplete. The right hand part of
the figure shows the correction performed on this record.

• Duplicate deletion. Duplicate records were identified and eliminated (see Table 3(b)). These records usually appeared
consecutively, and therefore one indicator of a duplicate is the closeness of timestamps. Another indicator is a
similarity between activities. In this example the Feeding activity (Alimentar in Spanish) is incomplete in the second
record (on the left).

https://github.com/valeSM/HABITS.git
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Table 3
Pre-processing steps.

• Record splitting. Sometimes a free-structure annotation included more than one categorized activity. In such cases
the record was split into two or more records, to separate valuable information. In the example (see Table 3(c)), a Visit
(Visitas in Spanish) from family members of Jhoan was recorded. This record implies the visit by itself, but also the
interaction with her family (left). Therefore, two records were created, to highlight both activities (right).

• Anonymization. The preservation of privacy is fundamental for data sets that are to be made public, following the
consent of participants. Table 3(d) shows an example where the names of caregivers, residents and physicians were
anonymized. This procedure was performed with residents’ and caregivers’ names, as well as with family members.

• Translation. As can be seen in the examples, most of the records were originally recorded in Spanish (and a few times
in English). For this reason, records were translated to a single language, in this case English, to encourage the re-use
of the dataset among the scientific community (see Table 3(e)).

• Semantification. This is the last task, where every record was materialized in OWL instances, using OWL-API in
RDF/XML. These formalized records are instances which feed the KB (see Table 3(f)).

After pre-processing all data types, the dataset was prepared and standardized for further analysis. All these data sources
are mixed into the single data structure shown in Fig. 2. The structure includes: an identifier number; a timestamp formed
by date, hour andweekday; identifiers of the caregiver and resident; the place where the activity is or was being performed;
the postures recognized from the resident; the activity type; and a detailed description of the activity. More specifications
about the structure are given in Table 4.

The pre-processed datawas split into two datasets: a training dataset (TDS) to train themethods and techniques proposed
(described in Section 3.3), and a query dataset (QDS) used to test our approach. Considering the differences in the number of
participants of each sensing campaign, the dataset was divided according the learning theory of Abu-Mostafa [40], where the
testing dataset is K = N

5 and N is the size. In this case each resident have a different N . The characteristics of every sensing
campaigns are shown in Table 5. Using the datasets from both sensing campaigns, a hybrid approach to detect abnormal
behaviours from activity records of older adults is presented in the next section.
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Table 4
Detailed description of the activity record structure.

Date Year-Month-Day format.
Time 24-hours format Hour:Minute:Second.
Caregiver Caregiver’s identifier.
Resident Resident’s identifier.

Place A place from the set {Bathroom, Bedroom, Courtyard, Dinning room,
Garden, Gym, Inside, Kitchen,
Living room, Outside, Reading room, Terrace}.

Posture A posture from the set {Lay down, Fall, Sitting, Stand up, Walking}.

Activity An activity from the set {Anomaly, Check over, Toilet, Inside, Outside,
Medical attention,
Medication, Hygiene, Mood, Recreation, Social interactions, Feeding, Visits,
Vitals}.

Details A broad description related with the activity recorded.

Table 5
General characteristics of the collected datasets in a naturalistic form.

Sensing campaign 1 Sensing campaign 2
Period of time July, 2012 to January, 2013 February, 2013 to November, 2015
Collection duration in months 6 33
Number of participants 15 40a

Number of days 129 954
Total number of records 19,715 184,806

a Data from 10 residents of the training dataset were collected for the testing dataset.

Table 6
Characteristics of the pre-processed datasets.

Sensing campaign 1 Sensing campaign 2
Total number of records 19,181 181,430
Average of days per participants 91 312.50
Average maximum number of records per day 25 33.80
Average number of records per day 8.63 12.95

3.3. Analysis

In the previous stage the data was homogenized. After performing all pre-processing tasks the datasets were reduced
in number. The characteristics of the pre-processed data from each sensing campaign are shown in Table 6. It is clear that
the total number of records in the campaign 2 is bigger than in the campaign 1, due to the collection duration. The number
of records per day is also bigger, because the caregivers were used to annotate the activities through the platform when
the collection campaign 1 was performed. Afterwards, the data are ready to be analysed following the two afore mentioned
perspectives: the data-based analysis called statistical analysis, and the semantic analysis considering the knowledge-based
approach. The combined perspectives are included at different stages of the analysis as a complement to each other.

3.3.1. Statistical analysis
For the statistic analysis some data-driven techniques were used to obtain a priori information about each older adult’s

activity. These statistics, frequencies, averages and patterns derived from the training dataset enable us to establish a baseline
of the normal performance of each activity for every resident. Some of the statistics obtained are Sleep time, Number of foods,
Normal vital signs ranges, Sleeping hours,Number of visits,Number of toilet visits at night, and others. TheActivity time occurrence
and Frequent activity sequenceswere obtained through the application ofmachine learning and datamining techniques. Next,
we explain how the results obtained from these techniques contribute to our hybrid approach.

Clustering. This method was used to perform a time-based analysis. Considering the timestamp from every activity record,
we obtained for each resident themost frequent hours of the daywhen each activity occurred. K-means detects the centroids
for those activities performed more than once per day [41]. The training dataset was used for this purpose.

Sequential pattern mining. Complementing the time-based analysis performed by clustering, sequential pattern mining [42]
performs an activity-based analysis. It determines the most frequent sequence of activities for each resident per time frame
(i.e., day,week,month, season, etc.). A list of themost frequent activity sequences is obtained,with the length of the sequence,
the frequency, and the sequence of activities.

From the above discovered patterns, some properties and data types for the ontology were defined.
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Fig. 3. Representation of the activity record with ABIOAOntology.

3.3.2. Semantic analysis
A KBwas designed to perform the semantic analysis of older adults’ activities. The KB consists of the ontology (TBox), the

instances of classes (ABox), and a set of semantic rules. A formal definition of an ontology is a formal and explicit specification
of a shared conceptualization [43], i.e., the ontology is a semantic tool for a formal representation of knowledge froma specific
context.

The methodology to design the ontology is based on a top-down approach, using experts’ knowledge and data collected
from the geriatric centre’s context [44]. The concepts for the ontology emerge from competency questions [45]. The design
is also modular, i.e., the final ontology uses different vocabularies and independent ontologies available in the literature,
enriching the compatibility with other standard vocabularies. In this manner, the ontology fulfils the re-utilization best
practice. OWL2 is used to formalize the ontology, employing a DL profile and RDF/XML syntax, and Protégé1 is employed as
the editor.

The activity record was represented in the ontology (see Fig. 3). The different states of older adults were modelled
(i.e., LayDown) aswell as the behaviours (i.e.,mood_behaviour) through a hierarchy divided by two independent vocabularies.
In this way, the vocabulary is easy to extend. For interoperability with other semantic web resources, the FOAF ontology,2
one of the most popular, was extended to describe the residents and personnel. OWLtime3 ontology was reused to model
the temporal properties. Furthermore, some concepts from CONON [46] high level ontology were included too.

3.3.3. Pattern analysis
Behaviour abnormality detection is performed at this stage. The centroids identified by clustering and the patterns

found with sequential pattern mining were used to detect abnormal days in the routines of the older adults. Additionally,
a compression algorithm was used to group and identify patterns within the activities of a specific day.

Abnormalities detection. The empirical experience gathered from caregivers enabled us to establish abnormality levels
through a series of interviews with them and a longitudinal study in three institutions. This is reported separately in [44,47].
The thresholds were set in collaboration with the personnel after analysing historic logs for the previous six months. This
is the same set of logs used in this work. Table 7 shows the abnormality levels for time-based and sequence-based analysis.
There is also a precedent in the literature [48–50] for setting empirical ranks to abnormalities.

Using the results from applying clustering (time-based), it is possible to determine in a personalizedwaywhether a day is
normal or abnormal, based on the time of occurrence of an activity during the day (see Fig. 4). First, the detection is performed

1 http://protege.stanford.edu
2 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/

http://protege.stanford.edu
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
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Table 7
Definition of levels of abnormality.

Levels Time based Sequence based
Distance from centroids Similarity

Normal (N) x <= 15 minutes x >= 75% of sequence length

Abnormal
Light (L) 15 < x <= 30 75 > x >= 50% of sequence length
Medium (M) 30 < x <= 60 50% > x >= 25% of sequence length
Severe (S) x > 60 x < 25% of sequence length

Fig. 4. Clustering algorithm to obtain frequent occurrence of activities.

from the point of view of an activity level where each activity is classified as Normal, Light abnormal, Medium abnormal or
Severe abnormal. Then, the day is also classified through the computation of all the classifications performed at the activity
level.

The detection of frequent sequences of activities (sequence-based) is another way to classify the day, considering how
normal the sequence of activities is. A list with the sequences and its corresponding frequency was sorted and stored. In this
list the sequences with the highest frequency were labelled as Normal and those with the lowest frequency were labelled
as Severe abnormal. Then each new sequence was compared with the sequences from the list, using the longest common
subsequence, LCS algorithm [51]. In Fig. 5 an example of this process is shown.

The time-based and sequence-based abnormality levels can be extracted considering different time frame windows. For
example, it is common for an older adult suddenly to change his or her behaviour, and some thing thatwas labelled asNormal
after two months is no longer so. Therefore, the Normal level must be re-established with the new information.
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Fig. 5. Sequential pattern mining algorithm to obtain frequent sequences.

Fig. 6. Re-pair algorithm as a compressor of sequences.

Activity sequence compression. The aim pursuedwith this task is to reduce the sequence of activities, to expedite the analysis
and the visualization (Section 3.6). For this pattern analysis technique, a sorted sequence of activities is needed. The sequence
corresponds to a complete day of a resident. A compression method based on grammars was selected. Re-pair is a data
compression scheme which is highly efficient, particularly in decompression [52]. Activities can be seen as a sequence of
symbols. Each symbol represents an atom (an activity, at a place, at a given time, etc.). The idea is quite simple. We assign
a symbol to each atom, and count pairs of symbols. The most frequent pair is substituted by a new symbol, and the process
is repeated until only one symbol remains (the best case). At each step, at least one fusion occurs (see Fig. 6). The above
procedure produces a tree, or in this case, a pyramid of symbols.

3.4. Prediction

In this component a semantic reasoning process takes place in order to exploit the inference engine of the designed
ontology [10]:ABIOAOntology. The general diagramof the ontologyABIOAOntology is presented in Fig. 7. The previous analysis
determines whether a day was normal or abnormal at an activity level and at a daily level. Nevertheless, there is some
knowledge that may override all the previous predictions. For instance, caregivers and geriatricians consider that any out of
range reading of any vital sign should be regarded as an abnormality. This fact can affect the classification of a day, considering
it as abnormal though it was classified as normal. Inferences related to vital signs were performed following caregivers’
recommendations and geriatric literature [53] about normal and abnormal medical situations.

3.4.1. Medical inferences
Due to the importance of vital signs for the continuous monitoring of older adults, a set of semantic rules concerning

vital signs was included. According to the ranges of normal vital signs for each type of measurement (temperature, blood
pressure, pulse, breath, etc.), if one ormoremeasurementswere out of range, an abnormalitywas detected. This abnormality
detection has more weight over the others (time and sequence based).
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Fig. 7. ABIOAOntology general diagram.

3.5. Missing activities

Sometimes caregivers, due to their workload, do not record all the performed activities, hence some data ismissing in our
dataset. To detect this missing information, a logic sequence of activities wasmodelled through semantic rules. For instance,
if a record has the activity Breakfast first, with no preceding record of Vitals or GetUp, then the sequence of activities for that
day is supplemented by the missing activity. Moreover, this information would be presented to the caregiver as a reminder
or notification to complete the log correctly, and to provide more information about the related activity.

3.6. Visualization

The visualization of the dataset is important for scientists as well as for final users (older adults, caregivers, nurses,
physicians, or family). For the former, the visualization helps in the easy identification of trends and patterns with scientific
purposes. The latter needs an abstracted and an enriched representation of all analysed information [54] to make decisions.
The visualization of health data is challenging because it contains complex data from various sources [55]. Additionally,
time is a critical variable when the well-being of a person is involved. Moreover, from the perspective of business managers,
visualization tools can improve the decision-making process [56]. We propose three ways to visualize the results of the
analysis presented above.

3.6.1. Activities pyramid
This tool is designed to visualize the sequence of a specific day as a pyramid. The results obtained from the re-pair

algorithm in Section 3.3.3 were used. Fig. 8 displays some instances of these pyramids. Each pyramid corresponds to one
period of time; it could be one day, one week, one month, or a whole season. The user can quickly browse similar pyramids
and judge if the figure displayed is normal or abnormal.

3.6.2. Coloured daily maps
The objective of this tool is to review one day of activities at a glance, and decide if it is a normal or an exceptional day. This

visualization technique also employs the results from the re-pair algorithm.Adifferent colour is assigned to every symbol and
the user can quickly browse the colour sequence and judge if the sequence is normal or abnormal. The sequence corresponds
to a complete day of a resident. The goal is to give caregivers and nurses a way to see at a glance the dissimilarities between
the days of a single resident aside for days from different residents.

In Fig. 9 the period from 2013-07-05 to 2013-07-16 of Resident03 is shown. The coloured rectangles to the right of the
dates correspond to the sequence of activities. Each colour corresponds to a specific activity (shown in the chart on the
right). The number of activities per day is not standard, as it depends on the resident’s care needs. However, the caregiver
can observe certain differences between days. For instance, Feeding records shown in the colour grey are within the first
three record entries on most days. Also, Medication records appear three consecutive times every day. This means that the
resident is being medicated with three different drugs. In the event that these three records do not appear one day, that
might be abnormal. On some days Toilet records do not appear, which is also abnormal. It might indicate that the resident
has constipation, or it might be simple forgetfulness by the caregiver. In any case, actions must be taken and decisions made
about this fact.
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Fig. 8. Activities pyramid visualization tool.

Fig. 9. Coloured daily maps visualization tool.

3.6.3. Activities track line
Another way to visualize the sequence of activities is by assuming certain periodicity in the daily activities. After all, the

days of an older adult are rather similar to each other [23], although unique to each older adult. Therefore, the frequent
patterns found by a sequential pattern mining technique (Section 3.3.1) were used to feed this visualization tool. All the
activities from different days of one or more residents are displayed as a timeline shown in Fig. 10. The numbers at the top
indicate the dates (month and day). The year appears within a tooltip over the date. The identified patterns are shown as a
coloured vertical bar with a different longitude. The size of the bar represents the length of the pattern andmatches with the
number of consecutive activities detected as a pattern. This is indicated by the tooltip box in Fig. 10, where {Toilet, Feeding,
Medication } is the pattern displayed. The same patterns are highlighted along of all timelines, with a red mark above each
coloured bar. This tool enables the visualization of data over long periods. The user can zoom in or out on the timeline to
observe the different periods of time where a specific pattern occurs. The name of the resident is shown on the left of each
sequence. Therefore, it is possible to compare the sequences from different residents and observe similar patterns. This tool
can be used by scientists and by users involved in the care of older adults (e.g., caregivers, physicians, nurses, etc.).
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Fig. 10. Activities track line visualization tool.

4. Experiments

This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, we present the automatic detection of abnormal behaviours and,
in the second part is the human assessment of abnormalities through the visualization tools.

4.1. Automatic detection of abnormalities

For this experiment, some residents, days, and records from the dataset were selected following the next inclusion
criteria: the participant should have at least more than 30 days of data collected, a day is included in the analysis if it has
more than two activity records; and the average number of records per day should be bigger than two.

Time-based results.
After evaluating the occurrence time of all activities from all residents, normal and abnormal activities are obtained. We

also obtained the normal and abnormal days for each resident. The level of abnormality is also determined. The results are
presented in Table 8.

Sequence-based results.
With this analysis, the number of abnormal days was reduced. Therefore, the accuracy increased. Those abnormal days

previously detected were analysed from the sequence patterns point of view. In some cases the detection of an abnormality
based on time is not enough to classify a day as abnormal; for example,when a delay in the performance of activities occurred
because a resident overslept, and all the basic activities were performed during the day, but not at the usual time. This is not
an indicator that something is wrong. Therefore, in order to dismiss these kinds of abnormalities, the frequent patterns of
the sequences are analysed. The results are presented in Table 8.

4.2. Human assessment of abnormalities

The objective of this experiment is to verify if a user can detect abnormalities using the different forms to present data
through the visualization metaphors described below. For this purpose, we conducted a session where 11 persons (7 males
and 4 females) and evaluated the three visualization metaphors. It was awithin-subjects design method, i.e., the same group
of images corresponding to each metaphor was presented to all the participants. The experiment consisted in two parts:
in the first part the user observed a group of eight images where the first seven corresponded to normal days and the last
one was either normal or abnormal; the participant decided if the last image was normal or abnormal, without any further
information. In the second part, the true answers to each group of images were handed to the users. The eighth image had
the true label as normal or abnormal. The participants had one minute to review the labelled images, we considered this as
training. Afterwards, the participant classified a new set of images as in the first part of the experiment. This process was
performed with images of every metaphor. The experiment was in a controlled laboratory without distractions and all the
participants were volunteers.
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Table 8
Abnormalities detection.

Resident Number of normal days Number of abnormal days
Light Medium Severe

Resident01 274 7 9 615
Resident03 297 11 6 595
Resident04 180 16 10 465
Resident06 217 12 12 645
Resident07 365 8 8 479
Resident08 212 7 12 671
Resident10 6 5 3 105
Resident15 40 10 9 219
Resident17 286 3 3 497
Resident18 201 13 9 660
Resident20 421 16 13 135
Resident21 134 13 6 414
Resident24 93 – – 119
Resident26 70 6 3 217
Resident28 90 2 – 302
Resident31 100 2 1 335
Resident36 240 2 1 266
Resident38 99 1 – 375
Resident43 138 – – 99
Resident45 60 – – 70

Table 9
Results of human assessment experiment.

Activities pyramid Activities trackline Coloured daily maps
Without training With training Without training With training Without training With training

TPa FPb FNc TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN
Totals 38 7 10 41 7 7 46 3 6 46 3 6 28 12 15 47 3 5

a TP = True positives, true positives and true negatives were considered.
b FP = False positives.
c FN = False negatives, dismissal ratio.

Table 10
Precision and recall measurements of human assessment experiment.

Activities pyramid Activities track line Coloured daily maps
Without training With training Without training With training Without training With training

Precision 0.8444 0.8542 0.9388 0.9388 0.7000 0.9400
Recall 0.7917 0.8572 0.8846 0.8846 0.6512 0.9038

The results are encouraging. The dismissal ratio (FN) for Activities pyramid, Activity Trackline and Coloured Daily Mapswas
respectively 18%, 11% and 27% before training and 12%, 11% and 9% after training. This suggest the results would improve
sharply in a real life environment, given that the users are not professional caregivers and the ‘‘training’’ was only oneminute.
Tables 9 and 10 contain all the details of the experiment.

This experiment validated the suggested visualization metaphors and encourage further development of visual aides for
caregivers.

5. Discussion and limitations

In this work, important data from older adults was sensed unobtrusively (through sensors and caregivers) without much
intervention from the subjects themselves. Although this paradigm is suitable for the tracking and monitoring of older
adults, future developments could consider amore human-centric approach [57], where the collection of datawould include
assorted and continuous sources frommobile phones, applications, wearable sensors, etc. [58]. This will certainly be a factor
in the obtaining ofmore types of data. In this sense, one limitation of thiswork is the limited dataset used to test the approach.
The collecteddata from the repository are related only to daily activities.Within an IoT environment the collection of accurate
data from wearable devices and mobile phones is possible [59], without losing sight of the implications related with older
adults and the use of technology [60]. Data from physical activity, GPS, calendars, life-logging and digital footprints would
certainly enrich and improve the predictions of our approach. However, the results presented in this paper show that even
when the dataset is limited, it is possible to detect abnormalities within the daily activities of older adults, and this is useful.
Another limitation of thiswork is related to the evaluation of the approach. This evaluationwas performed using data already
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Fig. 11. Kindergarten records sample.

recorded historical data. An evaluation in-situ with real users could provide qualitative measurements about the usefulness
of the predictions and the visualization metaphors. Nevertheless, the proposed approach is a step in that direction. The aim
of this paper is to show the results of a personalized analysis of the residents in a centre for geriatric patients. However, this
analysis can be extended to study group behaviours [61,62]. For instance, from a physician’s point of view, the grouping of
older adults with the same chronic disease or condition can be carried out to discover similar trends in their daily activities
and to provide timely treatment. Moreover, from the business perspective, a group analysis can be used to discover the
groups of older adults who require more (or less) care and attention, to establish a precise and accurate cost of care services.

Our approach detect abnormal behaviours in the daily activities of older adult. We analyse the sequence of activities and
the time each one occurred, but no the duration [33] or the occupancy of sensors [48] was not considered as previous works
did. Moreover, various sources of data were incorporated to predict abnormalities compared with other works where just
location [34], motion [35], sensors [48] or activities [33] were employed.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

The set of machine learning, data mining and semantic techniques are demonstrated to be suitable for the discovery
abnormal behaviours within the daily activities of older adults. This set of techniques can be enrichedwith the incorporation
of other techniques, semantic rules andmethods. Moreover, the hybrid approach proposed in this work can be incorporated
into IoT platforms, such as the one presented in [63].

This hybrid approach is not limited to use with data from older adults. Datasets can be obtained from other application
domains and the model is flexible enough to be adapted to process other inputs. Fig. 11 shows examples of records from a
kindergarten, where teachers and caregivers annotated relevant information regarding the activities of babies and children.
Analogous to the case of older adult care, the analysis of information related to childcare and well-being in kindergartens
can benefit the staff as well as parents [64].
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